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January 4, 2022

Job Posting
Part-Time Shopify App Developer

Work with a new, quickly growing start-up, passionate about reducing waste in the world!

About Jarr: Jarr is a package-free grocery delivery company delivering in Metro Vancouver. We envision
a world without single-use packaging waste and it is our goal to make package-free living more
convenien. We work closely with local suppliers to reduce packaging waste throughout the supply
chain and use returnable jars and totes to bring our customers their groceries without any packaging
waste. Jarr is located in the Olympic Village in Vancouver and we share a warehouse space with Natural
Source and ShareWares. This position is a part-time work from home position.

About You: You are a fullstack developer and have 1-4 years of experience developing Shopify apps,. You
are excited to have a part-time gig with a steady paycheck, giving you freedom to study or do freelance
work on the side. You are inspired by zero waste living and want to create products that do good in the
world. You are comfortable working independently and are self motivated to stay on task.

Supported by Grant Funding: This role is supported by grant funding from Innovate BC through the
grant Innovator Skills Initiative and designed to increase diversity in the tech sector and help B.C.-
based businesses fill talent shortages and grow. To access the grant the candidate must self-identifies
as under-represented, as provided in the list of groups below:

- Indigenous
- Black and people of colour
- 2SLGBTQIA+
- Neuro-diverse
- Non-binary
- Persons living with a visible or invisible disability
- Women
- Youth from care

Hours: This role is 25 hours per week for four months. Possibility for growth and extension of role.

Benefits: 30% off all products at www.jarr.co.

Duties:
Responsible for developing a Shopify App to help support zero waste ecommerce operations. This app
will help Jarr and other zero waste companies seamlessly offer deposit-based reusable solutions direct
to consumers. This role is also responsible for troubleshooting current issues on Shopify. Your work will
be allocated into 80% of time spent working on Shopify app development and 20% E-Commerce tech
support.

Compensation: this position is paid an hourly rate of $27 an hour.

To apply: please submit resume and cover letter to emily@jarr.co

http://www.jarr.co

